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Abstract

This article focuses on the economic regulatory component of the current backlash against liberal democracy and supranationalism in the European Union (EU). I identify a style of economic regulation that seeks to govern markets in the interest of insiders who are framed as vulnerable to the challenges of economic globalization – what I call rearguard economic regulation. While such regulation may be useful to reinforce national cultural attachments and a sense of belonging, it also has an anti-pluralist character that threatens markets’ emancipatory orientation. By identifying this challenge, the article seeks to defend a vision of markets as contributing to the promise of democracy, by fostering a plurality of options in each sphere of life. In the European context, I argue, EU economic law may be understood as advancing the realization of such a vision of markets. Viewed in this light, supranational and, specifically, EU economic law appear not so much as ordo- (or neo-)liberal straightjackets on national democracy but, instead, as providing mechanisms for democratization of the economy and society. Such democratizing potential is attributable to (i) the pluralist outlook of the law of EU integration, which forces member states to confront the plurality of forms of economic and social life existing within the polity and being further diversified by globalization as well as (ii) the deliberative and open-ended character of EU law adjudication, which may allow for progressive re-articulations of national market regulation.

1 Introduction

In the present era of backlash, a plethora of illiberal political parties and movements challenge both liberal democracy within the nation state and rule-based systems for
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the governance of international relations at the regional and global level. Particularly vulnerable is the supranational economic order and, chiefly, its most advanced regional experiment – the European Union (EU). This article wishes to emphasize the intersection and overlap of two key targets of the backlash: the project of liberal democracy and, particularly, its pluralist institutions and the project of governing economic relations through supranational rules, as best exemplified by the law of EU integration. In the areas of overlap between these two projects, I argue, lies a project of market democratization, which steers national and transnational markets towards more plural, emancipatory and inclusive social outcomes. Such markets can make a fundamental contribution to the promise of democracy, which I here understand substantively not so much as a form of government but, rather, as a project aimed at fostering individual emancipation and material progress in the various spheres of social life.¹

To make this argument, the article first walks backwards. It starts by describing a style of economic regulation, favored by, but not limited to, populist and illiberal movements and parties – what I call ‘rearguard’ economic regulation – and the challenge that this style of regulation poses to the emancipatory potential of markets. Identifying this challenge is the starting point for articulating a normative vision of market democratization. In this vision, markets cease to be only welfare maximizing and become fora to realize the promise of democracy since they provide individuals with a plurality of options to write and rewrite the stories of their lives.²

As I argue, supranational economic law – and, specifically in the European context, the law of EU integration – can contribute to such a project of market democratization. While purely national models of market governance have tended to constrain the emancipatory and democratizing potential of markets, the transformative processes that EU law enables can unlock such potential. This possibility is the product of EU economic law’s pluralist outlook, which forces member states to confront the plurality of forms of economic and social life existing within each national society and being further diversified by globalization. Furthermore, through iterative processes of contestation, deliberation and redesign of local market institutions, EU economic law provides an institutional infrastructure that is useful to police the anti-pluralist and essentialist tendencies to which national regulation is prone, while encouraging progressive re-articulations of such regulation – a process that I construe as democratizing because it may emancipate and include more, rather than fewer, market participants. EU economic law exposes the diversity of preferences and values existing in national societies, but it is not inimical to institutions that seek to preserve particularistic attachments, if and when these institutions are made compatible with human

¹ R. Mangabeira Unger, Democracy Realized: The Progressive Alternative (1998), at 5 (‘the first hope of the democrat ... is to find the area of overlap between the conditions of practical progress and the requirements of individual emancipation’).
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rights and as much as they are not discriminatory. The article illustrates these arguments by drawing from features of the EU institutional infrastructure as well as case law of the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU).

Hence, contrary to accounts that picture supranational and, chiefly, EU economic law as weakening democracy by disarming national responsiveness to the popular will, this article suggests that supranational law can enhance democracy.4 Undoubtedly, I approach the two concepts animating this symposium issue – international law and democracy – in somewhat idiosyncratic terms. First, democracy is understood not so much as a form of government defined by the functioning of political institutions but, rather, as a substantive project of democratization of society and, specifically, the economy. From this perspective, democracy is neither only government by consent nor only crude popular sovereignty, and not even only a process of deliberation and reason giving.7 The terms democracy and democratization come to describe the aspiration to reconcile material progress and individual emancipation in the different spheres of social life. As a process of transformation in society, such democracy is not achieved through a fixed set of institutions but through constantly renegotiated ones: never fully realized, it is continuously strived for. Second, this article considers only a specific area of international law: the law of EU integration (hereinafter EU law or EU economic law), a phrase that I use to refer mostly to the free movement and competition law provisions of the EU Treaties as applied and interpreted by the CJEU, what is often called the EU economic constitution. By assembling these two perspectives, my analysis offers a novel, albeit perhaps lateral, account of how international law and democracy interact.

The aims of the article are analytical and normative. On one level, the article contributes to debates concerning the backlash against liberal democracy in Europe, by pointing attention both to the ways in which economic regulation may contribute to such a backlash and the ways in which given features of supranational economic law may allow for resistance to it. On a deeper level, the article starts to offer a re-description of EU economic law as empowering a normative vision of market democratization both inside nation states and transnationally. In such a re-description, EU


4 From this perspective, my argument is in line with accounts such as Neuvonen’s, supra note 3, as well as de Witte, ‘Integrating the Subject: Narratives of Emancipation in Regionalism’, 30 EJIL (2019) 257 (comparing the EU style of emancipation to the one of other experiences of regional integration).

5 Government by consent is at the core of social contract theories. T. Hobbes, Leviathan (1651); J. Locke, Second Treaties on Civil Government (1689).


7 Theories of deliberative democracy are most prominently associated with the ideas of J. Rawls, Political Liberalism (1991), and J. Habermas, Between Facts and Norms: Contributions to a Discourse Theory of Law and Democracy (1997).
law ceases to be an ordo-liberal or neo-liberal straightjacket on the policy autonomy of the member states, which aggravates various national and transnational democratic deficits. EU law becomes an institutional infrastructure that politicizes conflict about different models of market and societal participation and contributes to the preservation and enhancement of their plurality and, ultimately, to the democratization of markets and societies.

The structure of the article is as follows. In Section 2, I identify a regulatory trend in national economic law and policy that I qualify as chiefly anti-pluralist – what I call rearguard economic regulation. I provide examples from national regulatory interventions in various EU member states and offer a common conceptualization for these interventions, including by introducing distinctions with bordering notions of economic patriotism, economic nationalism and economic populism. Section 3 describes the challenge that rearguard economic regulation poses to the ability of markets to contribute to emancipation and inclusion and, ultimately, to democratization. I frame this discussion by reference to literature in legal, social and political theory that provides normative justifications for markets based on different notions of autonomy. This literature allows me to sketch the contours of what a project of market democratization may look like. Section 4 locates the traces of the market democratization project in certain structural and substantive features of EU economic law. In so doing, it emphasizes the potential contribution of EU economic law to democracy in national societies and across the EU more broadly.

2 Rearguard Economic Regulation?

The single biggest challenge faced by liberal democracies over the last decade or so is arguably the rise of populism and its coupling with resurgent forms of nationalism. Such association is at the core of a global backlash against both the institutions of liberal constitutionalism – in particular, judicial review – and those of global governance. In Europe, the populist backlash against liberal institutions has overlapped with a backlash against EU economic institutions, mostly free movement and competition law. In this section, I draw attention to what is an underappreciated manifestation of the populist, if not illiberal, programs evoked above: their style of economic regulation. While authors have explored how illiberal populism may hamper the coherence
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8 See Lustig and Weiler, ‘Judicial Review in the Contemporary World: Retrospective and Prospective’, 16 International Journal of Constitutional Law (IJCL) (2018) 315 (the backlash is interpreted as a response to previous waves of constitutionalization).

and effectiveness of specific areas of economic law, chiefly competition law and EU internal market law, this article emphasizes how populist market governance can itself contribute to the backsliding of democracy. This line of argument, as will be further articulated, understands markets as spheres in which democracy can be realized and, hence, as the objects of legal and political choices that may hamper or enhance democracy.

The style of regulation that populists seem to favour rejects market-fundamentalist prescriptions of non-interference in the economy but is, at the same time, both different from the social democratic, welfare state kind of interventionism of previous decades and more complex than sheer protectionism. This style of regulation, I argue, is best understood as ‘rearguard’ because it seeks to solidify currently prevailing market arrangements and economic institutions to the benefit of insiders and/or to the detriment of variously defined outsiders. More precisely, insiders gain protection or advantage because their forms of economic participation are framed as consistent with a national culture or way of life and in turn vulnerable to the challenges of globalization, including market integration, immigration and technological change. As I further show, such style of regulation also has a moralizing character insofar as it seeks to constitute worthy ways of being producers and consumers and, more broadly, of participating in the economy and society. While rearguard regulation constrains and even rejects plurality, vanguardist regulation would be unlocking the pluralizing potential of market relations, a point to which I return in the next section of this article.

While I do not argue that rearguard economic regulation represents the only or dominant style of regulation employed by the populist movements mentioned above or that it is exclusive to them, I treat it as paradigmatic of their law-and-policy orientation and, more generally, of a cultural/identitarian shift in market governance across the EU and beyond. On such rearguard orientation, the realms of production, distribution and consumption become loci for the assertion of national identity through the entrenchment of forms of economic and social participation that are construed as

12 One of the slogans of the Polish populist right is ‘redistribution of prestige’ from the urban elites to the supposed losers of globalization. See T. Garton Ash, ‘Only Respect for the Left Behind Can Turn the Populist Tide’, The Guardian (28 September 2017), available at www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/sep/28/far-right-rightwing-nationalism-populist.
13 The language is freely inspired by Unger, supra note 1, who contrasts ‘vanguardist’ and ‘rearguard’ production systems. Unger’s project of realizing democracy relies on the expansion of vanguardist production.
14 As I have elsewhere argued, in recent years, a culturalist critique of EU market integration has gained ground. See G. Tagiuri, The Cultural Implications of Market Regulation: Does EU Law Destroy the Texture of National Life (2018) (PhD dissertation on file at Bocconi University, Milan). See also a recent Common Market Law Review Conference, A Cultural and Identity Related Shift in European Union Law, 11 October 2019, Paris 2, Pantheon-Assas University (confirming the salience of such debates).
fitting national ways of life, prevailing local custom or even culture. ‘This is how we do things here’ emerges as a justification for legal intervention in the economy.

By way of concrete illustration, attempts to govern the digital transformation of the economy employ various rules that may fit my definition of rearguard. Many European countries, including France, Spain and Italy, for example, have deployed existing regulation or devised ad hoc rules to prevent Uber from providing its non-professional driving services in their territories. France attempted to do the same with Airbnb services by subjecting them to regulations applying to traditional letting agencies. Furthermore, various Amazon taxes and limitations on same-day delivery have been legislated, including most prominently in France, to resist the penetration of online retailing.

In Italy, a recent government dominated by self-declared populist and nationalist political parties proffered numerous other examples of what may be rearguard interventions. The program of the Lega-M5S government included proposals for a tax on online travel agents, which would help the livelihood of smaller traditional travel agencies and local hotels. Following the introduction of a new form of unemployment benefit named ‘citizenship income’, members of that government announced measures to prevent the spending of such income on ‘non-essential’ leisure goods, such as electronics. There were also initiatives to ban, as well as force the closure of, so-called light cannabis shops, which sell legal derivatives of cannabis under Italian law. Moreover, after the gradual liberalization of retail opening hours during the last decade, various proposals have been introduced for the reinstatement of Sunday and night trading bans.

15 These attempts have resulted in legal challenges that ended up before the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU). See Case C-434/15, Asociación Profesional Elite Taxi (EU:C:2017:981); Case C-320/16, Uber France (EU:C:2018:221). The Court indirectly validated the national bans.

16 See Case C-390/18, Airbnb Ireland (EU:C:2019:1112) (taking a different direction to the Uber cases, by qualifying Airbnb as an information society service, which is the precondition for subjecting its regulation to EU free movement obligations). Cf. Joined Cases C-724/18 and C-727/18, Calì Apartments (EU:C:2020:743) (an authorization scheme for Airbnb services aimed at ensuring a sufficient supply of affordable long-term rental is potentially justified as pursuing an overriding reason relating to the public interest).


18 The 2018–2019 coalition government between Five Star Movement, a centrist populist party, and League, a right-wing nationalist party (from June 2018 to September 2019).


Opening hours’ regulation is a particularly good illustration of how rearguard regulation operates: it typically constrains the recourse to business practices and/or product standards in which outsiders (foreigners, local innovators, individuals and companies engaging in minoritarian forms of production and distribution) may enjoy an advantage and, in so doing, seeks to support majoritarian products, processes and standards. By reference to opening hours, the excluded outsiders would include not only the so-called modern distribution but also traders from ethnic minority backgrounds who may be willing to stay open longer hours as well as other small-scale local innovators.

Similar illustrations of rearguard regulation, and possibly ones to cause more concern, may be observed in some of the backsliding member states of Eastern Europe. Hungarians, for example, introduced a system whereby a part of workers’ compensation could be paid in vouchers entailing a tax advantage for the employer, but such vouchers can be used only at certain stores, explicitly excluding foreign-owned establishments. A similar approach and rhetoric animated a ban on loss-making retail chains from operating in Hungary, which coincided mostly with foreign-owned chains trying to establish their presence in the Hungarian market. In Hungary, other market interventions contribute even more explicitly to democratic backsliding, as they seem to instrumentalize market governance to limiting freedom of speech or controlling the media. Particularly telling is Hungary’s legislated nationalization of the school textbook market or its decision to place the merger of a large number of pro-government media outlets outside of the scrutiny of national antitrust and media authorities.

Viktor Orbán’s decree justified this exemption by reference to the ‘strategic importance at the national level’ of the new conglomerate and its role in preserving ‘print media culture’.

The interventions above span very different areas of economic activity and are justified by reference to very different policy objectives. What then, if anything, draws these interventions together? As I argue, they have something in common both at the level of the regulatory techniques employed and at the level of the justifications supporting their adoption or proposal. At the level of regulatory techniques, these interventions typically seek to support locally prevailing forms of economic organization and participation by shielding them from various transformative pressures. At the level of justification, they share a cultural, if not ethno-nationalist, undertone. They
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are discursively framed as regulating markets in response to the demands of categories of producers and consumers, whose preferences, values and ways of life are equated to those of national majorities. Such responsiveness is in turn framed as useful to preserve identity, local cultural attachments and/or social cohesion. It is the combination of such techniques and justifications that makes the rules in question potentially rearguard, as they reject innovation and experimentation as threats to a local culture.

Before proceeding, I would like to add a few qualifications for my argument as thus far presented. What I establish through the rearguard label is not a final indictment but only a prima facie categorization. I aim with this label to call for suspicion around an emphasis on culture in market governance as the potential indication of a threat to emancipatory markets. But any definitive normative judgment on rules such as the ones described above would require a more extensive articulation of the exact policy objectives pursued by each specific regulation as well as the instruments employed to advance these objectives. For example, as I have argued elsewhere, rules that support small businesses may be granted for pressing welfarist considerations and even be justified in the very interests of emancipation and inclusion that this article defends.29 Protecting small traditional shops will be rearguard if it seeks to solidify existing economic structures so as to exclude outsiders and innovators; it will not be if the protection is accorded so as to preserve a plurality of forms of economic organization in the face of myopic market demand or in a context of rapid economic transformation such as the present one, where the monopolizing tendencies of large business may, short of regulatory intervention, seriously harm plurality and choice. As the last section of this article argues, EU law may offer an infrastructure useful to reconcile plurality and local cultural attachments by transforming rearguard regulation to the service of emancipation and inclusion.

By way of clarification, and to further spell out how rearguard regulation fits broader contemporary legal and political developments, it may be useful to discuss how I see it relating to other signifiers used to describe similar phenomena. Does rearguard economic regulation differ from, or fit into, notions of economic patriotism, economic nationalism and economic populism? In line with certain definitions of economic patriotism, rearguard regulation favours ‘social groups, or sectors understood by the decision-makers as insiders’, indeed, by enshrining ‘traditional product or process standards’.30 However, while the phrase economic patriotism is typically mobilized to describe – and often also to justify – interventions supporting the competitive position of national economies in international trade,31 rearguard economic regulation appears to be quite disinterested in national competitiveness. As discussed, the

insiders that rearguard regulation assists gain protection not so much because of their strategic role in the national economy but because their modes of economic participation match and shape stories about what constitutes majorities worthy of protection.

From this perspective, the interventions considered here are also not adequately captured by the phrase economic nationalism, especially in its most current contemporary meaning that equates nationalism with protectionist neo-mercantilism. If it is nationalist, rearguard economic regulation is so by matching older notions of economic nationalism, such as the idea that national economies should be culturally and morally coherent units. This vision of economic nationalism is most prominently associated with the writings of Fredrich List who saw economies prospering not through the division of labour but, rather, through the ‘union of labor’ that may be achieved only in ‘a cultural community conducive to it, in other words, in a nation with broadly shared cultural and moral values that foster cooperation’.

Rearguard regulation partially overlaps with, but is ultimately also distinguishable from, the way in which its main liberal proponent, Dani Rodrik, uses the phrase economic populism. Rodrik carves out a distinction between political populism and economic populism: political populism rejects liberal constraints on democratic decision-making, and, as such, it is to be resisted; economic populism rejects technocratic constraints on the conduct of economic policy, and, as such, it may be useful. This distinction serves Rodrik to call for a rehabilitation of certain forms of economic populism, which he seems to equate with attempts to re-institute economic management through the rejection of hyper-globalization. In keeping with his notorious ‘trilemma’ – postulating the impossibility of retaining together deep economic integration (or hyper-globalization), national sovereignty and democratic politics (only any two combinations are possible) – Rodrik sees the relaxation of supranational economic discipline as necessary to restore a dose of economic policy autonomy to the hands of elected officials. For Rodrik, such policies not only have potential economic benefits but also strategic democratic benefits, insofar as they are instrumental to resisting more dangerous forms of political populism that may lead to authoritarianism.

The historical example through which Rodrik supports his assertions is Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s New Deal, which is credited not only with leading the US economy out of the great depression but also with taming more radical demands for redistribution on the left and the limitation of political and civil rights on the right. According

34 D. Calleo, Rethinking Europe’s Future (2001), at 170.
to Rodrik. Roosevelt always understood New Deal measures as necessary ‘for the survival of democracy’. Today, as then, Rodrik suggests, supranational economic institutions entrench a level of economic interdependence that is incompatible with meaningful responsiveness to the popular will, at least short of a radical translation of mass politics to the global level.

As suggested by the discussion above, Rodrik’s economic populism shares with rearguard regulation a concern for the insecurities of what are perceived to be shrinking and growingly dissatisfied majorities. But, while Rodrik’s populism mobilizes mostly socially oriented policies, redistributive in a more traditional sense, rearguard regulation arguably consists of chiefly cultural interventions. From this perspective, rearguard regulation seems in line with a shift from governing the social into governing the cultural, often associated with the rise of neo-liberalism. In the backlash era, such a shift manifests through populists’ attempts to articulate an identity politics for those left behind. Once the realm of minorities and confined to issues of language, religion and the family, identity politics is growingly deployed to obtain protection for majoritarian economic practices and exceptions from the laws of free movement and non-discrimination.

While liberal responses to these majoritarian demands are probably possible, some of the responses that populism articulates seem incompatible with liberalism and, for that matter, with democracy. Rearguard economic regulation can be understood as one such response. Indeed, as with most contemporary populism, the problem with rearguard regulation is that it is fundamentally anti-pluralist: it moves from the assumption that within one national polity there are largely homogeneous ethnocultural backgrounds, ways of life and conceptions of the good, coinciding with those of more or less imagined majorities. As revealed by rearguard economic regulation, populism’s anti-pluralism comes not only in the form of explicit violations of human rights but also, and likely more often, in more subtle forms: through interventions that deliberately reduce the plurality of our options for participating in the economy and society.

38 Ibid., at 199.
39 See Sarat and Simon, ‘Cultural Analysis, Cultural Studies and the Situation of Legal Scholarship’, in A. Sarat and J. Simon (eds), Cultural Analysis, Cultural Studies and the Law (2003) 1 (e.g. law ceases to be redistributive and rather manages expectations and feelings).
41 The case law of the CJEU shows many examples of the set of issues to which cultural demands have more traditionally applied, including ethical issues – e.g. Case C-36/02, Omega (Eu:C:2004:614); Case C-159/90, Grogan (Eu:C:1991:378) – and issues of linguistic identity – e.g. Case C-379/87, Groener (Eu:C:1989:599).
Contemporary populists would view these interventions as enhancing democracy by liberating market governance from pluralist and technocratic constraints; once re-appropriated as spaces for majoritarian responsiveness, their argument goes, the economy and markets can be turned to work to the benefit of the many rather than the few. To the extent that it exposes markets as the sites of political struggle rather than objects of technocratic optimization, the populist vision may indeed appear to go in the direction of democratization. But, on closer look, the democracy populists seek to insert in market governance is a very impoverished version of democracy. Such democracy, devoid of liberal and pluralist constraints, would contradict equal respect for each individual’s right to self-determination, which is the foremost liberal defence of democracy as the just form of government. It would also contradict the more substantive notion of democratization that I here subscribe to as a transformative process of society via emancipation and inclusion. Rather than perfecting democracy, populism is more likely to deny democracy’s emancipatory orientation.

Rearguard regulation contributes to this denial by turning what may be legitimate attempts at majoritarian responsiveness in market governance into essentialist strategies to define culturally and ethically consistent forms of economic participation. By entrenching certain forms of economic life – of being consumers, producers, distributors – as the worthy ones, rearguard regulation tends to marginalize, discourage, if not prohibit, minoritarian, innovative and even utopian forms of economic participation. As the next section articulates, rearguard regulation threatens markets’ emancipatory and inclusive potential – markets as spaces for enhancing autonomy as well as realizing the promise of democracy.

3 Unlocking Markets’ Emancipatory Potential

In this section, I expand on the challenge posed by rearguard economic regulation’s anti-pluralism. Conceptualizing this challenge serves to reconstruct a vision of liberal or better democratizing markets as contributing to autonomy as self-authorship. While an anti-pluralist market regulation may hamper markets’ inclusive and emancipatory potential, the unlocking of such potential is at the core of the project of market democratization. To articulate this vision, this section builds upon scholarship in legal and political theory that offers a picture of why and how markets contribute to autonomy and plurality. This scholarship shows that markets can emancipate and include: they can emancipate by giving us choice over how to participate in the economy, as producers and consumers, as well as in society more broadly; they can include by granting us access to forms of economic and social participation from which we may have been previously excluded as well as by enabling relational and cooperative pursuits.

Markets can emancipate and include, but they will not invariably do so. Indeed, my contribution in this article is in line with a tradition that views markets as historically

44 There is a debate in the scholarship on whether populism is compatible with democracy or whether it invariably produces authoritarian outcomes. See Urbinati, supra note 43.
situated and heterogeneous socio-legal configurations. Markets enable the voluntary exchange of goods, services, work, as well as legal entitlements (for example, debt), but as their design is the product of legal and political choices, many different market configurations are possible in each sphere of economic activity. Each one of these configurations will rely, amongst other things, on a legal infrastructure made not only of property and contract law, but also of company law, labour and consumer law, tax law, competition (antitrust) law, as well as many other laws and regulations pursuing different public policy objectives, which directly or indirectly affect the organization of markets. The content of all these rules will be one important determining factor of the kind of markets, and, ultimately, the kind of market (or commercial) societies, that will emerge.

Given the above, as much as law can contribute to making markets emancipatory it can also constrain their potential to emancipate. Laws such as rearguard economic regulation that significantly restrict the ability of individuals to choose from different options in various spheres of economic life – different productive or distributive or consumerist arrangements – seem to be doing just that. They disarm the emancipatory and inclusive potential of markets. The ensuing markets, rather than emancipatory, may well turn illiberal, making us less, rather than more, autonomous and free. To be sure, anti-pluralist market governance is not the only threat to the materialization of markets that lead to autonomy and self-growth, nor is it likely to be the most serious such threat. Contemporary experience suggests that dependency, exclusion and discrimination are pervasive in both global and local markets. Multinational companies from the industrialized North regularly exploit communities and resources in less prosperous parts of the world. Material obstacles to full participation in the economy are still numerous even in the rich European countries that this article mostly considers, with the increase of income and wealth inequality a major and persistent source of concern.

These problems are not so much the product of markets run amok. They are, as widely acknowledged in the scholarship, the product of legal and political choices that determine the features and scope of markets, their consequences as well as their likely winners and losers. Conspicuously implicated are laws and policies often described under the heading of ‘neoliberalism’; corporate tax cuts and growingly regressive
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45 This tradition, or sensitivity, cuts across different disciplines and debates. In political economy, see the streams of scholarship known as historical institutionalism and neo-institutionalism: e.g. W. Streeck and K. Thelen (eds), Beyond Continuity: Institutional Change in Advanced Political Economy (2005). In sociology, see the work of Michael Callon, on which I myself build. M. Callon (ed.), The Laws of the Market (1998); see also N. Fligstein, Markets, Politics, and Globalization, (1997). In law, see most recently Dagan and Markovits (special editors), ‘The Market as a Legal Construct’, 83 Law and Contemporary Problems (LCP) (2020).

46 By market society, I indicate a social order in which production, distribution and consumption are organized around voluntary exchange, involving some degree of competition and the use of money.


48 See, e.g., W. Streeck, How Will Capitalism End: Essays on a Failing System (2016). The literature on neoliberalism is extensive, and the scope of the term is contested within the said literature. For critical and historical appraisals, see D. Harvey, A Short History of Neoliberalism (2005); Q. Slobodian, Globalists: the End of Empire and the Birth of Neoliberalism (2018). Many critiques of EU law and policy are centred
tax systems; the erosion of labour protection and de-unionization; the de-funding of welfare states and public service provision; more generally, the entrenchment of private law regimes that favour capital and big business over workers and consumers. These laws and policies constitute just as many obstacles to what I describe as the project of market democratization: they steer markets away from their emancipatory ideal by accentuating dependency and exclusion.

All this is to say that rearguard economic regulation is only one of many obstacles that can be observed and/or envisioned to the materialization of markets that emancipate, empower and include rather than divide, discriminate and make dependent. Still, my claim is that the challenge posed by rearguard regulation is particularly insidious and urgent to address. I put emphasis on this challenge rather than on the more obvious and possibly more concerning one posed by ‘neoliberal’ law and policy for two reasons. First, anti-pluralist, rearguard market governance is a regulatory trend that has received relatively little attention in both public discourse and academic debate, while, as argued above, it is paradigmatic of the present backlash era. Second, considering the challenge posed by rearguard regulation is fruitful because it exposes markets and market regulation not so much as objects and instruments of technocratic optimization but, rather, as political battlegrounds where and through which democracy can advance and backslide.

In the remainder of this section, I bring in work from legal and political theory that helps to build a vision of emancipatory and inclusive markets: a vision of how markets can contribute to our free and democratic societies and what the project of market democratization is. As this literature shows, markets’ emancipatory and democratizing potential is linked to their ability to multiply our possibilities for meaningful economic and social participation, which is precisely what rearguard regulation seeks instead to constrain. According to the notion of liberalism upon which my vision of emancipatory markets is grounded, free individuals need a plurality of options from which to pick to write the stories of their lives. This approach understands freedom as autonomy and, more precisely, autonomy as self-determination or self-authorship. This is a thick notion of autonomy, typically associated with positive liberty, in contrast with thinner or flattened notions of autonomy as sheer independence or non-interference, which, by following the distinction introduced by Isaiah Berlin, are closer to negative liberty. A liberal polity committed to this kind of autonomy must provide citizens with a range of valuable pursuits from which to choose in authoring their lives.

For such autonomy to exist, plurality, not only in the abstract but also in the plurality of concrete possibilities, must be available.

Markets are the key social institution through which the above plurality is provided and through which individuals become self-determining in the above sense. While, in both popular and scholarly discourse, markets are often seen as guarding neo-liberal notions of non-interference or understood as welfarist devices to increase prosperity, an understanding of markets that is linked to thicker notions of autonomy has a long pedigree in the history of political thought. Political theorist Lisa Herzog traces the key moments of this history back to the writings of thinkers as different as Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel and Adam Smith. As she explains, these authors are at the core of a broadly understood liberal tradition that construes markets as conducive to a free social order. Pictured by such tradition, markets deliver both negative and positive freedom.

The core negative freedom that markets deliver is the ability to do with one’s property what one wishes to do, which is also the freedom to buy and sell what one wants. While such ability is not all there is to freedom, this negative component is key also to thicker notions of freedom; it is the pre-condition to exit from traditional, if not coerced, life paths, a point to which I return. Positive freedom is the thicker notion of freedom that I here call self-authorship: the ability for individuals not simply to do what they want but also to make authentic and meaningful choices about how to live their lives. In commercial society, individuals become able to escape tradition and coercion as well as to pursue life projects that they have themselves defined, enlist others in such projects and revise and reverse them.

As explained by private law theorist Hanoch Dagan, the core mechanisms through which markets contribute to self-authorship are mobility and plurality. Mobility is enabled chiefly through exit; through the alienation of resources, investment in new projects as well as work, markets allow us to exit family, city and even polity. Property and contracts can be designed and regulated so as to enable us to choose to leave the professions, communities and lifestyles that class, geography and tradition had assigned to us, a choice that must exist for us to speak of a self-authored life. In turn, the fact that we are free to leave makes the choice of those who stay also more meaningful, and those who stay, thanks to enhanced opportunities for exit, may be seen as becoming more autonomous.

Plurality is the ability of markets to expand the options from which individuals can pick in the authoring of their lives. Markets foster plurality by enabling us to pursue projects of our own choosing and to enlist others in these projects. Furthermore, markets foster plurality by encouraging experimentation: they invite us to find out for ourselves what lives best suit us. Such markets afford us multiple channels to write and

52 For more on this distinction, see Dagan, Markets for Self Authorship, supra note 2, at 582.
54 Ibid., at 9–10.
55 Ibid., at 120.
56 Ibid., at 122.
57 Dagan, Markets for Self-Authorship, supra note 2, at 584.
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rewrite the stories of our lives through work, consumption, investment and cooperative and socially oriented projects. Indeed, markets do not only offer us solitary pursuits, but typically make our pursuits reliant on the engagement of others. As Dagan notes, this means that markets not only work through exit but also through entry and may be conducive to thin and even thick communities.58 As such, market-enabled plurality not only emancipates but also includes. This last point is worth stressing because the vision of market emancipation that I am trying to sketch does not rely on it actually rejects extreme forms of individualism.

Of course, we can foresee obstacles to the realization of such autonomy-enhancing markets. As Herzog explains, both Hegel and Smith were aware of the risk that commercial society would push individuals to pursue ‘inauthentic’ desires – in particular, by falling victim to a narrow-minded pursuit of profit so as to finance mindless consumerism.59 Both thinkers, however, were optimistic about the ultimate ability of commercial society to overcome this problem; indeed, because a profit-driven life is only one of the many lives that markets make available. As Herzog explains, ‘one of the reasons why they [Smith and Hegel] endorse commercial society is that it makes possible a wide range of different ways of life and the pursuit of different values – the kind of variety and plurality Mill cherishes’.60 This plurality would be conducive to lives dedicated to the arts, politics and cooperative and altruistic enterprises of various sorts, among others, and lives in which even purely commercial pursuits are imbued with relational, communitarian and also political ideals. More and more, the choices that markets enable are not limited to our productive or consuming lives: what was implicit in the classical writings summoned above, which is made explicit in today’s mass consumer and digital society, is that markets are also spaces to define, redefine and negotiate identities and lifestyles, irrespective of backgrounds and starting points.61 Markets multiply our ways of being producers and/or consumers, distributors and, growingly through the possibilities of the digital world, content creators, authors and the like.

One other obstacle to the realization of autonomy-enhancing markets – one that cannot adequately be addressed here but must be mentioned – is the tendency of existing market arrangements to increase inequality.62 By way of their distributive consequences, markets may undermine the very autonomy they promise because the inequalities they produce are so large and pervasive as to make meaningful economic participation the prerogative of the few rather than the many.63 Most states committed to autonomy-enhancing markets respond to this problem through redistributive corrections in the form of tax and transfer regimes, which are at the basis of the

58 Ibid., at 586.
59 Herzog, supra note 53, at 122, 125.
60 Ibid., at 130.
63 Herzog, supra note 53, at 120 (as acknowledged by most contemporary political theorists, any market freedom would require some form of redistribution to be meaningful at all).
contemporary welfare state. Moreover, as recent scholarship shows, distributive concerns may be addressed not only through *ex post* corrections but also through the design of more inclusive and fair private law regimes. Redesigned market institutions could produce a more even initial distribution of resources, thus making us better able to take advantage of the opportunities for self-authorship that markets have to offer and able to do so on a more equal footing. Critics of neo-liberalism rightly draw our attention to the erosion of the redistributive and welfare state as well as the entrenching of private law regimes that increase inequalities to the benefit of big business and the very rich. As clarified, my focus on anti-pluralism does not wish to detract from such concerns but, mostly, to complement them.

Finally, another set of obstacles to market-induced autonomy is captured by the term ‘commodification’. Critics of commodification warn that certain goods that are important for leading autonomous lives may be corrupted by their commercialization. This concern stems from the observation that market mechanisms continue to expand beyond the economy: from production, distribution and consumption, where they would belong, to spheres of life supposedly previously governed by less calculative logics such as education, health care, romantic relations, friendships and the arts. Debates on commodification point to pressing questions concerning the appropriate limits of the market, which are clearly beyond the scope of this article. The market vision that I defend here, however, may appease the more radical concerns about commodification: if it is true that there is not one, but, rather, multiple, market logics, then different market arrangements can be designed for the different goods transacted, including arrangements that entail a limited degree of commodification.

As already suggested, and as confirmed by the foregoing discussion on obstacles to autonomy, markets that are conducive to mobility, plurality and experimentation – emancipatory markets – are not the product of any innate human inclination to production or transaction – Smith’s predisposition ‘to truck, barter and exchange’. Rather, they are the product of particular social and legal arrangements and, specifically, of a liberal law of the market that would foster the above mobility, plurality and experimentation. While the precise contours of what such a law of the market would look like are outside of the scope of this article, I want to stress one element that is important to my argument.

Any liberal law of the market must support and help reproduce robust choice about how to participate in markets as producers, consumers and beyond. Emancipatory markets require pluralism of the social and economic arrangements structuring them: institutions that foster what Dagan and Heller call intra-sphere multiplicity – the idea
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that in each sphere where markets and contract have a bearing (for example, work, consumption, housing, business, investment as well as the family) we need to be able to choose from among different arrangements, different modes of engaging others in our own pursuits, where in keeping with pluralism each arrangement will imbue different assemblages of values. Intra-sphere multiplicity requires institutional pluralism: not only enough types of property and contract but also, I would add, standards of product and process so as to allow for participation in every sphere of economic life in adherence to a plurality of preferences and values.

The resulting plurality of the forms of economic participation is not in the exclusive interest of those who already subscribe to minoritarian forms. It also increases the autonomy of those who comfortably partake in the majoritarian arrangements because in the discovery of diversity we may decide to try something new, change the path and rewrite our life story. Moreover, when confronted with a plurality of options, we may also decide that our habitual ways of life are worth sticking to and even worth defending from change. These observations speak to the intuition that we may not be able to imagine alternative ways of life or value the ones we already have until diversity is exposed. Institutional pluralism serves to remove those obstacles to economic participation that are ‘rooted in the limits of the individual imagination’. Alongside a welfare state, and socio-economic rights that contribute to removing material obstacles to economic participation, institutional pluralism is essential to a liberal law of the market.

Rearguard regulation poses a particularly insidious challenge to emancipatory markets, precisely because it denies institutional pluralism. In keeping with the rear-guard logic, there is one right way of producing, consuming and distributing in each economic sector. Intra-sphere multiplicity commands instead that many different ways be offered to citizens. This does not mean that choice should never be curtailed. As acknowledged by the very scholarship I draw upon, the imperatives of intra-sphere multiplicity are not absolute: multiplicity is in the interest of autonomy so that it should be possible to curtail it every time it seriously risks undermining autonomy. This would imply that standardization and hard-core regulation of process and product standards should not be out of the question when such instruments are to serve autonomy and emancipation. This could be the case in the face of behavioural, political economy or cultural constraints that would, short of regulation, significantly curtail the ability of individuals to participate in markets in ways that enhance their opportunities for self-authorship.

All in all, the literature surveyed above offers a vision of emancipatory markets that is based on a thick notion of autonomy – autonomy as self-authorship. In the
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remainder of this section, I want to suggest that such liberal or emancipatory markets – markets that are designed to foster plurality, mobility and experimentation in the interest of emancipation and inclusion – may also contribute to democracy. First of all, a liberal law of the market along the lines sketched above would contribute to democracy’s emancipatory telos, which is grounded in democracy’s equal respect for individual rights to self-determination. Second, markets that are designed to be inclusive and emancipatory would contribute to the diffusion of a level of material progress large enough to liberate people from immediate needs, which in turn may allow for fuller forms of democratic participation.73 Lastly, the plurality of the ways of organizing markets and participating in them I here defend would contribute to democracy by way of its conduciveness to conflict, reflection and deliberation over the best ways of organizing markets, their appropriate limits and, more broadly, what markets are good for. This last observation resonates with what has been described in the scholarship as a vision of ‘democratic markets’, which are democratic insofar as they are designed to favour contestation over who exercises authority in market relations as well as in market design more broadly.74

The striving for emancipatory and democratic markets, through iterative destabilization and adjustment of the institutions that support them, can be conceived as a project of market democratization. According to such vision of market democratization, markets are constantly redesigned to be more conducive to autonomy and self-growth, through institutions that unlock more rather than less of the emancipatory potential many liberal thinkers have ascribed to them.75 As I further articulate in the next section, democratizing markets requires opening up existing market institutions and habitual forms of economic participation to contestation and experimentation. This process points to what Mangabeira Unger has called vanguardism, an outlook that fosters constant innovation through the destabilization of solidified habit, practice and hierarchies – the opposite of what rearguard economic regulation seeks to do. Such an outlook ultimately points to what Unger defines as a ‘practice of repeated and cumulative institutional reconstruction’, which he sees as the only viable alternative to either conservative resignation to the status quo or revolution.76

In this section, I have shown that markets are one social sphere in which democracy can be realized and, by implication, in which democracy can backslide. This idea may seem intangible if we understand democracy only as a set of procedures to organize collective decision-making on an egalitarian basis. But it may become clearer if democracy is understood as having in-built liberal and pluralist constraints and, even more so, if it is understood as a substantive project of reconciliation of individual freedom, material prosperity and egalitarian outcomes in society. Such a vision of democracy

75 See the discussion in Herzog, supra note 53, at 160ff.
76 Unger, supra note 1, at 74.
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not only draws explicitly from the work of Unger, but it also resonates with recurring projects that in different contexts have sought to democratize the economy and society ahead of political institutions. In North America, such impetus has imbued visions of a commercial society of autonomous and yet cooperative individuals such as imagined by Thomas Paine and described by Alexis de Tocqueville; it also resonates in the pragmatism of John Dewey, which inspires contemporary thinking on democratic experimentalism, including Unger’s. In Europe, and especially in Germany, various progressive projects of the last century, including labour law, developed under the explicit heading of the democratization of the economy.

The market is the sphere within which most hopes and fears over the possibility of democratization of society concentrate. Markets disrupt, destabilize and create inequalities, which may prevent democratic participation. Markets empower, diversify, make us autonomous and allow for values to be negotiated and discovered as well as identities to be formed and reformed, features that point to more mature and fuller forms of democratic participation. As the next section argues, both structural and substantive features of EU economic law may contribute to the project of market democratization.

4 EU Economic Law Can Be Market Democratizing

The previous section has defended the contribution that liberal or democratizing markets – be it as a reality or as an aspiration – make to democracy. Such markets confront individuals with different options for shaping their productive and consumption identities. For example, they enable us to make a living through various types of work, through business ownership or through the new hybrid modes of generating income offered by the digital economy (such as participation on platforms that allow, for instance, to create and monetize content, resell consumer goods or rent out parts of our homes); to be consumers of foreign, unusual products, locally produced and traditional ones or both; to be business owners who innovate and experiment or who pride themselves on their traditional craft and custom or both; and, more generally, to organize our private and social lives according to many different models. This is a sketch of the pluralism of the forms of economic and social participation that I have celebrated in this article.
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This section argues that both substantive and institutional features of the law of EU integration make such law able to contribute to the kind of pluralism described above and, ultimately, to the project of market democratization. My argument here is conceptual rather than empirical, meaning that I seek to provide a new understanding of generally agreed upon features of the structure and process of EU law. To do so, I rely on evidence concerning the effects of EU law in national societies as it emerges in both the case law and the scholarship. My analysis in this section of the article contributes to debates about the democratic nature of EU law and positions itself against an influential critique of EU law as harming democracy in the member states. By conceptualizing EU economic law as market democratizing, however, I do not wish to advance the claim that EU market integration is a self-sufficient project, nor do I wish to deny that EU economic law comes with costs and that it may be disempowering in specific areas. My re-conceptualization points at a normative possibility, perhaps a promise, which exists within EU law. Whether such a promise is realized is a historical and empirical question that remains beyond the scope of this article.

As the evidence and debates presented in this section will reveal, a tension between rearguard and vanguard, particularism and pluralism, is not a unique feature of the present backlash era but, rather, a longer-term and arguably pervasive dynamic in the relationship between the member states and the EU. EU integration and its law have often advanced through litigation over rules that may fit my definition of rearguard. Indeed, while rearguard economic regulation points to a new phenomenon in the present backlash era, the regulatory techniques that it employs are not new. As shown by the kind of cases that end up before the CJEU, product regulation, selling arrangements, licensing schemes and the regulation of professions are pervasive in the member states.

Many of these rules probably originated in corporatist arrangements – the law of professional organizations and guilds – as embodied in both public and private regulation. As such, these rules can be understood as remnants of pre-modern law, something that resonates with what Weberian accounts define as substantive law, in contrast with the formal law of liberal private law codifications. In the post-war, such rules have come to coexist and interact with the new legal orientation of the welfare state, what in German legal scholarship has been referred to as ‘rematerialized law’, a term that sought to capture the challenges that instrumental legal intervention may pose to abstract and general rules that protect individuality. The pervasiveness
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of such forms of regulation severely obstructed national markets, which, as a consequence, were likely to be very distant from the ideal of institutional pluralism defended in the last section of this article. National constitutions, through judicial review systems protecting individual rights, provided a check on the essentialist and exclusionary tendencies to which national regulation is prone, but domestic constitutional discipline was not enough to deal with the integrative pressures of growingly diversified societies.  

Either by accident or design, the law of EU integration has offered an infrastructure to deal with these pressures, which has resulted in a transformative process of national markets and societies. As I show, the law of EU integration can discipline the inward-looking and rearguard tendencies of national regulation, while forcing member states to articulate their interventions in ways that are more outward looking and progressive – even perhaps vanguardist – in a synthesis that may resolve the conflict described above between formal and substantive law.  

Hence, while the law of EU integration has often been understood as narrowly deregulatory and, ultimately, as a driver of homogenization of national markets and societies, I argue that its impact on national and local markets is best understood as a process of pluralization, which is an essential component of the project of market democratization.

EU economic law may be particularly well placed to take on this pluralizing role because it is conducive to contestation of traditional market arrangements, deliberation over the objectives pursued and instruments employed by these arrangements as well as experimentation of innovative and hybrid market solutions.  

Indeed, the law of EU integration destabilizes habitual ways of organizing markets at the local level, which forces member states in internal market cases, as well as firms in competition law cases, to articulate why their favoured market arrangements are valuable or worth defending. Furthermore, the member states typically need to avoid reference to both cultural and protectionist (purely economic) reasons and to show that their rules are compatible with the pluralist constraints that govern a supranational polity built upon the elimination of discrimination based on nationality such as the EU, which means showing that the national rules are non-discriminatory and proportionate or at least showing a willingness to make them so.


90 Emphasizing the experimentalist character of EU law and governance, see the contributions in C.F. Sabel and J. Zeitlin (eds), *Experimentalist Governance in the European Union: Towards a New Architecture* (2010); see also Y. Svetiev, *Experimentalist Competition Law and the Regulation of Markets* (2020).
The above features of EU law adjudication offer opportunities to rearticulate both the objectives and the instruments of national and local market rules. In such rearticulations, the actual or original reasons motivating each regulation may have little bearing, as member states are encouraged to look for more broadly agreed upon, progressive and inclusive justifications for their regulation. Consider, by way of illustration, the German beer purity law case. The European Commission targeted a German law allowing the marketing of beers produced only according to one traditional recipe. Germany tried to justify its rule by reference to consumer protection and health rather than to more plausible cultural reasons. Some scholars have attributed the choice of avoiding cultural arguments to the strictures of internal market adjudication, which they consequently interpret as leading to inauthentic deliberations by obscuring the real motivations of national regulation. But such strictures can also be read as encouraging the member states to redefine the goals of regulation in ways that make these goals acceptable to a wider audience. From this perspective, EU law adjudication may culminate in minimizing the exclusionary, protectionist and rear-guard effects of national regulation, a point to which I return later in this article.

More broadly, the destabilizations of local market arrangements that EU law triggers become moments of reflection on whether the existing arrangements are still worth defending in the face of transforming economic realities, such as those driven by changing consumer and business behaviour, globalization and technological change. Different publics in the member states become aware that the economic arrangements that national regulation entrenches exclude some categories of consumers or producers. These categories are typically already present and active in the national economy, but their interests and identities are obscured by national regulation – they exist as native or local outsiders. New awareness concerning their interests and identities may lead to the integration of these local outsiders, through reform or the termination of the arrangements that excluded them.

The processes sketched above can be conceptualized as contributing to market democratization on two levels. First, and most importantly for my argument, I can point to a substantive process of market democratization: markets are democratized substantively as a result of the enforcement of EU economic law, which fosters more diverse market institutions, able to emancipate and include a greater array of market participants. Second, democratization extends to the decision-making processes through which markets are designed, thanks to institutions that favour contestation of existing arrangements and deliberation over their desirability, in conversations that feature input from EU institutions, national and local authorities, as well as the representatives of business and consumers. The two dimensions are strictly related:
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democratizing the design of markets results in more democratic market relations and structures. Both dimensions in turn contribute to the process of societal democratization described in the previous section. In the remainder of the article, I first develop the claim that the law of EU integration fosters the pluralism of our forms of economic participation and then focus on the deliberative and open-ended character of EU law adjudication.

A The Pluralist Outlook of EU Economic Law

As I argue in this sub-section, EU law may steer markets towards more robust institutional pluralism. Such a possibility is to be attributed to the market-opening outlook of supranational economic law à la the EU that engenders the recognition and possible accommodation of the many different forms of economic participation existing in each national society. To visualize how EU law may be conducive to such plurality, key features of the law of EU integration are worth recalling as well as debates concerning their interpretation and effect.

The Treaty of Rome envisioned the construction of a European common market where goods, workers, services and capital could circulate freely across national borders.95 This common market was to be created through four constitutional-level prohibitions outlawing national measures that may hamper intra-community trade as well as through competition law provisions that prevent private firms from creating obstacles analogous to those created by state action. The judge-made principles of supremacy96 and direct effects97 made free movement provisions hierarchically superior to national law and directly applicable by national judges without need for implementation. These features have rendered EU law meaningfully supranational and, thus, actionable by private actors (companies, consumers, workers) against national rules and market arrangements that infringe upon their free movement rights. In the EU’s decentralized system of enforcement, national judges are primarily competent to resolve such challenges, while the preliminary reference procedure (Article 267 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union [TFEU]) enables the CJEU to answer questions about the interpretation of EU law that national judges may raise.98 This mechanism is conceived to guard the coherence of the EU legal system. In turn, it allows for the framing of local controversies as EU law problems and gives these controversies visibility across the Union.

The model of market integration here described has come to be known as ‘integration through law’.99 Such integration is seen as chiefly negative because it advances by eliminating regulatory restraints on trade as well as distortions on competition rather than by adding homogeneous rules at the EU level, which is known as positive

95 Treaty Establishing the European Economic Community 1957, 298 UNTS 3.
96 Case C-6/64, Flaminio Costa v. ENEL (EU:C:1964:66).
integration. While praised by many as propelling integration in the face of frequent political impasse, the remarkably supranational character of ‘integration through law’ has generated anxieties around the ability of member states to preserve idiosyncratic economic models and societal arrangements.\(^\text{100}\) In particular, the idea of negative integration was feared to channel the project of unifying European markets towards a narrowly deregulatory path.\(^\text{101}\)

Some historical developments in the CJEU case law on free movement of goods aggravated such anxieties. Let us recall that the EU Treaties prohibit not only tariffs and quotas but also, through Article 34 of the TFEU, national measures having equivalent effects to quotas. The CJEU has generally interpreted these prohibitions broadly.\(^\text{102}\) Most significantly, in Cassis de Dijon, the Court established that even non-discriminatory measures – regulations that are ‘indistinctly applicable’ to imports and local products alike – could constitute obstacles to free trade.\(^\text{103}\) The Court subsequently limited the scope of applicability of Cassis through its Keck decision, establishing that selling arrangements, unlike product rules, would fall outside of the scope of the prohibition of Article 34.\(^\text{104}\) But the Keck distinction has proven unstable,\(^\text{105}\) and the rationale of Cassis has continued to provide the EU with an attractive model for market integration. Through both judicial and legislative interventions, the EU has extended the Cassis paradigm to other areas of free movement law beyond goods.\(^\text{106}\)

Cassis has been viewed as materializing an ordo-liberal and then neo-liberal version of the European economic constitution insulating free markets and competition from the interferences of national politics, irrespective of its impact on intra-community trade.\(^\text{107}\) According to this view, Cassis affirmed a constitutional or economic due-process interpretation of the EU Treaties, and, in so doing, it replaced more conservative international trade law (anti-protectionist) interpretations prevailing in previous
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\(^{107}\) Ordo-liberalism and neo-liberalism share an aspiration to shield economic freedoms and competition from political interference and democratic politics. The two concepts, however, have very different histories and conceptual scopes. On ordo-liberalism, see F. Böhm, ‘Privatrechtsgesellschaft und Marktwirtschaft’, 17 ORDO: Jahrbuch für die Ordnung von Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft (1966) 75; see also E.J. Mestmäcker, Wirtschaft und Verfassung in der Europäischen Union (2004) (presenting a vision of the European economic constitution based on ordo-liberal principles). For a discussion of the genealogy of these concepts and their role in defining the transnational economic constitution, see Teubner, supra note 82, at 220 (identifying a competition between an ordo-liberal ‘decentralized, middle class influenced, competitive market under State supervision’ and a model of economic democracy based on social-democratic principles).
phases of integration. Specific concerns targeted the mechanism through which Cassis effectuated market integration – namely, the principle of mutual recognition, pursuant to which goods that have been lawfully marketed in one member state should be admitted into any other member state without restrictions. Mutual recognition was feared to make negative integration self-sufficient by allowing the internal market to deepen and widen in the absence of harmonization. Furthermore, while it appeared respectful of national diversity, it was feared that mutual recognition would become one more driver of homogenization by triggering a deregulatory race to the bottom among the member states.

More recently, in line with a critical turn emerging in EU legal studies, Cassis has become the object of further critical scrutiny as the symbol of an over-extended and over-constitutionalized EU law that would harm national systems of social protection,111 quality of life in the member states112 as well as, more broadly, social and institutional diversity.113 The critique has extended to the principle of direct effect and the overall structure of the law of integration insofar as it allows individuals to challenge the democratically legitimated law of their own national polities.114 From this point of view, the democratic deficit originally diagnosed for the EU as a whole would be imported into national societies through the strictures of the internal market. As a way to preserve diversity in the Union, as well as rescue democracy, a scaling back of the EU integration project has seemed necessary to many, together with a stricter and clearer division of competences between the member states and the Union.

The scope of the present contribution does not allow for an exhaustive discussion of the conceptual possibilities entailed in Cassis, let alone its empirical effects on national markets. Still, I would like to sketch one conceptualization for the law of EU integration after Cassis that allows for the interpretation of it as democratizing. As I argue, negative, which is deregulatory, is not a satisfactory descriptor for the model of integration that Cassis established. A more accurate understanding of this model describes it as pluralizing: pluralizing the market arrangements and modes of market participation that are available in each national society. Such pluralization is at the core of my vision of market democratization, a vision that is in sharp contrast with the above characterization of Cassis as constitutionalizing neo-liberal market discipline in
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the member states. If this view of EU law constitutionalizes anything, it is openness and deliberation in the resolution of conflict between different forms of economic organization and social participation. This is something that resonates with Gunther Teubner’s vision of the transnational economic constitution as a ‘constitution of collisions between different production regimes in the varieties of capitalism’.

Let me clarify that the pluralization that I envision is not only a product of the exercise of free movement rights in the form of exit. The option of leaving one member state to settle where prevailing conceptions of the good or ways of life better align with our own is an important way in which EU law multiplies our options for participating in the economy, but it is not all there is to EU law-induced pluralization. The role that I emphasize for EU law is one in which previously excluded categories might gain opportunities for meaningful participation inside their own nation states; local outsiders could see their voices enhanced, not just their exit options. As such, pluralization is a transformative process of national markets and societies, which encourages hybridization rather than specialization and path dependence. This process of pluralization is arguably also a process of de-essentialization as it comes to question dominant or official narratives about how national or local majorities live their lives, an outlook that seems particularly apt to counter the essentialist strategies of contemporary populism.

The possibility of such a pluralization derives from the fact that EU integration proceeds through constant destabilizations of habitual modes of organizing markets and participating in them at the local level, typically through the challenges of actors that adopt alternative or innovative models of economic participation. Local modes of organizing markets can be framed as obstacles to free movement and thus become objects of scrutiny and deliberation through comparison with other existing models and arrangements. Member states will need to provide objective reasons for the entrenchment of such economic arrangements, reasons that are typically accepted only when considered to be rational, salient and tailored enough to justify the application of such local market rules and regulations also to foreign business and their products. As I further discuss in the next sub-section, these destabilizations do not always result in a demise of the local rules, but they may allow for their rearticulation in ways that make them more inclusive.

Directly contributing to pluralization is also the much-maligned principle of mutual recognition. Mutual recognition opens up the local economy to products differently made or to service providers differently qualified, and yet it does not require member states to stop applying their preferred regulation to national producers, nor does it require local firms and consumers to give up their favoured productive or distributive arrangements. Consider again the German beer case. Despite a ruling clearly allowing foreign beers to escape the local purity laws, Germany chose to continue applying the
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law to its local beers. Hence, mutual recognition diversifies, but it does not destroy the specificity of local production and consumption patterns when such patterns are participated in and salient enough to command loyalty in the face of competition.

The above observations are in line with scholarship that explicitly links supranational law to democracy. As argued by Christian Joerges and Jürgen Neyer, for example, supranational institutions are there to ‘tame the failures of the nation state’ insofar as it does not take into account ‘foreign identities and their interests’. On this view, democratic constitutionalism in its purely national dimension is unable to internalize the effects that national law and policy produce on the interests of foreigners. But, as has been noted, national law repeatedly fails to take into account local identities and interests as well, typically, as I aim to show, those of innovators, outsiders or minorities. As a consequence, supranational law is shown to be a powerful corrector also of purely domestic failures of democracy.

Indeed, as exposed by the case law of the CJEU and, specifically, by preliminary references, EU law destabilizations are often activated by nationals, not foreigners, and more specifically by individuals or firms who are excluded from the dominant economic or social arrangements entrenched by state regulation. Among these individuals and firms, one is likely to find importers trying to escape national rules imposing an additional (dual) burden on their businesses, such as in the famous Dassonville and Cassis cases, as well as consumers that, after having purchased goods abroad, were burdened by their own national regulation when trying to use the foreign goods at home. We would also find innovators turned transgressors and local firms experimenting with new business models and practices often prohibited by the national regulation. Such is the case of the Sunday trading saga that was activated by British gardening and do-it-yourself stores trying to tap into growing consumer demand for Sunday shopping. As illustrated by various other cases, set to benefit are not only

---

121 This point was made by Poiares Maduro, supra note 108. More recently, see Nauvonen, supra note 3, at 876 (critiquing the standard democratic critique of EU law for not problematizing enough the distinction between insiders and outsiders). For Nauvonen, the focus on democratic externalities ‘leaves unaddressed the question of negative democratic internalities – that is, of harm caused by factual, even if not formal, disenfranchisement within bounded national democracies’. See also de Witte, supra note 4, at 266 (EU integration as emancipatory against oppression ‘in the name of ethnos’).
122 For example, both Dassonville, supra note 102, and Cassis de Dijon, supra note 84, were activated by importers.
123 Case C-50/85, Schloh v Auto Controle Technique (EU:C:1986:244).
124 See H. Micklitz, The Politics of Judicial Cooperation in the EU (2009), at 44 (‘even though the local authorities won the Euro-law battle, the use of Article 28 (ex Article 30) had long-term effects which were finally determinative of the Sunday traders’ victory in the overall war’). A similar structure also appears in preliminary references concerning fixed book price laws that were challenged by supermarket chains and other local discounters. See, e.g., Case C-229/83, Leclerc v. Au blé vert (EU:C:1985:1).
large businesses but also small-scale innovators. More generally, EU law supports the claims of citizens with minoritarian lifestyles and preferences, such as consumers of newly emerging products and/or services provided through innovative business models and, potentially, even citizens with utopian aspirations trying to negotiate the contours of, and carve space for, their alternative lifestyles within national societies.

As the above cases illustrate, the destabilizations that EU law enables reveal the diversity of economic arrangements existing within the Union. But, more fundamentally, they reveal the diversity of the forms of economic participation already existing within each national society, a diversity often concealed by state attempts to entrench majoritarian arrangements such as through rearguard regulation. From this perspective, even contestations that are resolved in favour of the member states (think of the Sunday trading cases) may contribute to pluralization because they reveal how society is changing or diversifying as well as because they activate processes that may lead to reforming or abandoning certain arrangements even short of enforced deregulation.

A powerful objection against the largely benign picture of EU law that I have here painted points to the fact that local outsiders are able to frame their interests as EU free movement rights only when these interests align with those of multinational business and help effectuate seamless transnational markets. This view suggests that those groups to benefit from the destabilizations that EU law enables would be powerful outsiders rather than marginalized ones: large-scale innovators, disruptors, tech-savvy consumers – the transnational few rather than the local many. Furthermore, as critics may note, the framing of a question as a problem of EU law requires sizable material and intellectual resources, which again may favour business interests over diffused ones. These objections voice valid concerns. But, while the scholarship has documented the large political influence of big business in shaping the integration process, there does not seem to be conclusive empirical or historical evidence that EU-induced pluralization has benefited big business disproportionately. To the contrary, the case law, as well as various socio-legal investigations, reveals stories in which EU law aligns with, and supports the interests of, vulnerable market players as well as diffused interests.

One powerful such story emerges in the Aziz case, wherein mortgage owners in post-austerity Spain are able to rely on EU law to resist the foreclosure claims of local  

125 Case C-254/98, Schutzverband gegen unlauteren Wettbewerb v. TJ-Heimdienst Sass GmbH (EU:C:2000:12) (concerning an Austrian rule limiting sales on rounds at home, challenged by an Austrian grocery retailer that had organized a system of home delivery of frozen food).
126 See Airbnb Ireland, supra note 16.
127 E.g. Bartl, supra note 48.
banks, claims that were being facilitated by the Spanish national law.\footnote{Case C-415/11, Aziz v. CatalunyaCaixa (EU:C:2013:164); see also Case C-618/10, Banco Espanol de Credito v. Joaquin Calderon Camino (EU:C:2012:349) (in these cases, the home owners/borrowers are protected by Council Directive (EEC) 93/13 on unfair terms in consumer contracts, OJ 1993 L 95, p. 29–34. See Svetiev, ‘The EU’s Private Law in the Regulated Sectors’, 22 ELJ (2016) 659, at 669.} Take also the Port of Genoa case,\footnote{Case C-179/90, Merci convenzionali porto di Genova SpA v. Siderurgica Gabrielli SpA (EU:C:1991:464).} as reconstructed by Tommaso Pavone.\footnote{Pavone, ‘From Marx to Market: Lawyers, European Law, and the Contentious Transformation of the Port of Genoa’, 53 LSR (2019) 851.} The decision in question liberalized port-unloading services in the Italian port city, services previously reserved by law for the local dockworkers’ union. The outcome in this case is shown to have relied not so much on the mobilization of big business as on EU-minded lawyers capable of assembling the support of a diversity of local actors, including a general population growingly dissatisfied with the existing arrangements. One of the most egregious instances of EU law-induced liberalization can be read not as a victory of capital over labour but, rather, as ending ‘the arrogance of a monopoly endangering the public good’.\footnote{Ibid., at 877.}

Another set of more radical objections would turn down the emancipatory offer of EU free movement rights tout court because of the purely private nature of such rights.\footnote{As observed by Neuvonen, supra note 3, at 871.} Since they are assigned based on specific economic identities, free movement rights are seen as permanently being out of reach for some vulnerable categories – for example, economically inactive individuals who are unable or unwilling to work – a concern that seems to be confirmed by certain decisions of the Court on the free movement of persons.\footnote{E.g. Case C-333/13, Elisabeta Dano and Florin Dano v. Jobcenter Leipzig (EU:C:2014:2358). Note that this is a concern shared by Neuvonen’s, supra note 3.} But, more fundamentally in the eyes of their critics, the private nature of EU free movement rights makes them apolitical and, thus, unable to meaningfully enhance democracy.\footnote{E.g. Somek, supra note 120.} While it is not possible to adequately address or describe these critiques within the scope of this article, I would like to agree with Päivi Neuvonen in the observation that to deny the emancipatory potential of rights in the name of their private nature is to rely on a growingly untenable distinction between the public and the private.\footnote{Neuvonen, supra note 3 (questioning the public/private distinction mainly from a feminist perspective).} As the vision of emancipatory markets that I have presented in this article suggests, markets are not only spheres of private self-expression. The project of market democratization is also precisely about ensuring that markets stay politicized so as to accommodate a multiplicity of forms of participation, including forms that do not rely on a narrow definition of productive capacities – for example, cooperative and solidaristic ventures, radical and utopian forms of consumerism or creative and artistic pursuits.
All in all, as this sub-section has argued, deregulation is better interpreted as pluralization. EU law opens up new opportunities for meaningful economic participation for categories of consumers and producers that national regulation is prone to exclude, including smaller and vulnerable market players. EU law, however, does not wipe out the existing national arrangements altogether: such arrangements become the object of public deliberation and typically survive alongside the new opportunities that EU law creates. By exposing diversity and fostering robustly plural market settings and institutions, EU economic law can emancipate and include more, rather than fewer, market participants, thus contributing to market democratization. As the next sub-section shows, this propensity of EU economic law also depends on the dialogic, deliberative and non-outcome determinative nature of EU law adjudication.

B The Dialogic, Deliberative and Non-Outcome Determinative Character of EU Law Adjudication

This sub-section emphasizes a few more features of the law of EU integration that contribute to the project of market democratization. As already suggested, the contestations and destabilizations that EU law enables are not always decided against the member states. Such destabilizations are open-ended, and their open-endedness is imputable to what I refer to as the dialogic, deliberative and non-outcome determinative characters of EU law. Such characters may be conceptualized as leading to more inclusive and democratic processes of market design.

The ability of EU law adjudication to be responsive to interests beyond a narrow focus on the internal market has been articulated with different accents in the scholarship: some authors have emphasized the socially oriented nature of internal market law;138 others, its majoritarian orientation;139 others still, most significantly for my argument, the deliberative and experimentalist features of EU law adjudication, including specifically in market governance.140 Viewed in this way, EU law provides the discursive platforms for deliberation over the best ways to organize markets, through institutions that allow problematizing the conventional justifications offered in defence of national market arrangements and, ultimately, rearticulating these arrangements in ways that may better serve emancipation and inclusion. Such possibilities rely on the input of various actors: firms and consumers of different kinds, local government and EU institutions.

139 Poiares Maduro, supra note 108 (majoritarian here means that the Court favours the solution favoured by a majority of member states).
Two features of EU law adjudication support my argument here. The first concerns EU law’s decentralized system of enforcement as combined with the nature of the preliminary reference procedure and the use of proportionality analysis. As scholars have noted, this combination makes the decisions of the CJEU ‘non-outcome-determinative’.\footnote{Gerstenberg, supra note 140.} For example, the CJEU typically indicates how proportionality could apply but leaves the actual judgment to the referring court. Such a dialogic dynamics empowers processes of deliberation where the effects of regulation are discussed in different fora, and alternative models of organizing markets are exposed and discovered. Emerging is an open and dialogic framework rather than a hierarchical one, which may be conducive to innovative and hybrid solutions to the governance of markets.\footnote{Svetiev and Tagiuri, supra note 94.}

The dialogic and open-ended nature of this system of enforcement also relies on the natural malleability of economic regulation, which may come about as a result of a specific set of objectives but may take on different meanings and functions over time and also become increasingly challenged because of how the rules have been implemented in practice.

Take, for example, retail regulation and the protection of small shop owners. The Commission targeted national retail licensing schemes designed to assist small retailers, which required a specific authorization for the opening of larger stores, requiring instead no licence for the opening of smaller stores.\footnote{E.g. Case C-400/08, Commission v. Spain (EU:C:2011:172).} The CJEU clarified that such rules could be justified insofar as they pursue urban planning considerations and/or protect the consumer interest for a wide choice of retail channels. But, as I have elsewhere shown, the way the rules were implemented in various member states tended instead to protect stable market demand to the benefit of powerful incumbents like local supermarket chains.\footnote{Tagiuri, supra note 14. I found this to be the case in relation to the French and Italian rules: while deliberately introduced to assist vulnerable small retailers and family businesses, the authorization schemes were often implemented so as to shield local supermarket chains from foreign competition.}

A second feature of internal market adjudication that contributes to its openness is again attributable to Cassis. Cassis expanded not only the kinds of measures that encroach upon free movement rights and are in need of justification but also the list of mandatory public interest reasons that states may have recourse to in order to justify their measures. As Olivier Gerstenberg and Charles Sabel write in this regard, ‘the point of Cassis, accordingly, was to unfreeze the EC’s constitutional development by expanding the class of legitimate social reasons to include general-clause-like
“way-of-life-reasons” – and thus to broaden the scope of, to dynamize and to adapt to changing realities and public sensibilities, the process of constitutional balancing.\textsuperscript{145}

As a last observation, I would like to suggest that these two features of the operation of EU law render it able to accommodate value frameworks that are also very far from any narrow internal market rationality. As I have argued elsewhere, various decisions of the CJEU signal that internal market adjudication is not inhospitable to concerns about social cohesion or identity at the local level.\textsuperscript{146} The Court is open to the possibility that local regulation may need to entrench locally prevalent market arrangements because such entrenchment preserves local cultural preferences or strengthens social cohesion. Such an approach emerges in cases such as the Sunday trading saga and, more recently, in cases on the governance of the digital economy\textsuperscript{147} and multiculturalism,\textsuperscript{148} cases involving rules and arrangements that may fit my definition of rearguard. However, EU law as interpreted by the Court draws a clear line, not to be crossed, where culturally responsive interventions become exclusionary, racist or otherwise illiberal.\textsuperscript{149} Hence, EU economic law emerges as a strong defensive tool for resistance to the anti-pluralist or exclusionary character of rearguard regulation, while offering opportunities to unveil, better define or rearticulate the genuine concerns that national regulation may seek to assist, including culturally salient concerns.

All in all, as the above discussion suggests, the vision of market democratization to which EU law contributes is not another form of technocracy. It is not technocracy because markets are not to be optimized nor simply regulated on the basis of ‘an all-interests affected’ principle.\textsuperscript{150} Rather, markets emerge as the sites of political struggle where different interests, ways of life and identities are negotiated and discovered. Their governance responds not only to narrowly defined functional goals but also to culturally salient concerns. From this point of view, a key component of EU economic law’s market-democratizing potential lies in its ability to arbitrate conflicts between cultural responsiveness and pluralism. While EU law’s pluralist outlook tends to unlock the emancipatory and inclusive potential of markets, it is not a radical form of pluralism that is insensitive to concerns for cultural belonging and solidarity at the local level. As such, the promise of market democratization of EU economic law may contain the seeds of transnational forms of citizenship that are respectful of, and build upon, local cultural attachments.\textsuperscript{151}

\textsuperscript{145} Gerstenberg and Sabel, supra note 140, at 329.


\textsuperscript{147} Case C-434/15, Asociación Profesional Elite Taxi (EU:C:2017:981); Case C-320/16, Uber France (EU:C:2018:221).


\textsuperscript{149} E.g. Bougnaoui (EU:C:2017:204); see also Case C-54/07, Firma Feryn (EU:C:2008:397).

\textsuperscript{150} Cf. Somek and Wilkinson, supra note 120.

5 Concluding Remarks

This article has dealt with markets and their governance as battlegrounds for the advancement and retrogression of democracy. As I have tried to show, the rise of populism co-opts markets for what may be defined as broadly cultural interventions through the deployment of regulation designed to appease the demands of majorities – what is framed as democratic responsiveness. But rearguard regulation’s anti-pluralist and moralizing outlook risks depriving markets of their emancipatory potential, which is the potential to enhance autonomy as self-authorship, the ability to write and rewrite the stories of our life. The emancipatory potential of markets is instead unlocked by institutions that defend robust choice over how to participate in the economy and society. The ensuing multiplicity is prone to be also democratizing because it opens up opportunities for meaningful economic and social participation to previously excluded categories of citizens.

The project of democratizing markets, and, through them, society, is never realized once and for all. Market democratization relies on the constant destabilization and redesign of market institutions. The law of EU integration is able to contribute to this project. Thanks to both institutional and substantive features, EU law forces member states to confront the diversity of the forms of economic and social life existing within each national polity. Furthermore, EU law provides spaces for discursive disruption and deliberation over the desirability and effectiveness of national regulation, which points to more inclusive processes of market design. As I have also suggested, there are indications that EU law’s pluralist outlook is not radical, but responsive. In the ability to keep together pluralism and some responsiveness to local cultural attachments and identitarian concerns, there seems to be the most valuable meaning of market democratization. Such ability may provide the preconditions for the emergence of truly transnational forms of citizenship in the EU.

Rearguard regulation exposes markets as fora for political struggle and reveals their propensity to be politicized and ultimately democratized. If it is a threat, rearguard regulation also reminds us of the reasons why emancipatory markets are worth defending and, by implication, why supranational constraints such as those imposed by EU law are worth defending. EU supranational economic law is certainly not a self-sufficient project to ensure the democracy of our markets and societies. But re-descriptions that emphasize EU law’s pluralizing and democratizing potential seem necessary to imagine forms of supranational integration that enhance, rather than constrain, democracy.